STUDIO ‘13
Author presentation-based e-learning in PowerPoint.

Create online and mobile courses with Articulate Studio,
the standard in rapid authoring.
It’s now easier than ever to rapidly create courses, quizzes, and other e-learning
content with a tool you already know.

“Articulate Studio ’13 and PowerPoint: an e-learning match made in heaven! I so
love this new Studio!! LOVE IT, LOVE IT, LOVE IT!”
Jeff Kortenbosch, Rapid e-Learning Specialist, AkzoNobel | Serious Learning

Articulate Presenter ‘13
Articulate® Presenter ‘13 makes it even easier to transform PowerPoint slides into online courses.

Use one set of navigation controls.

Publish to HTML5, Flash, and mobile devices.

Articulate Presenter ’13 shares a unified player with
Articulate Quizmaker ’13 and Articulate Engage ’13, so
learners can easily navigate using one set of controls.

With a single click, publish to multiple formats so
learners can interact with e-learning content on iPads,
desktops, laptops, and other mobile devices.

Take advantage of PowerPoint transitions.

Add characters from an extensive library.

Articulate Presenter ‘13 supports the slide transitions
you build in PowerPoint. Now you can make your
Presenter slides fade, flip, dissolve, and more.

With just a few clicks, add realism to your
courses with an extensive library of photographic
and illustrated characters.

MP3

Section 508 Support

Turbo Publishing

Localize Content

Export Narration

Deliver accessible
content to learners with
screen readers.

Now you can publish
your courses up to
five times faster.

Translate Studio ‘13
content easily, even into
right-to-left languages.

Create a single MP3
of course narration for
learners on the go.

Articulate Quizmaker ‘13
With Articulate® Quizmaker ‘13, build assessments any way you want—faster than ever.

Create quizzes easily in a streamlined UI.

Give learners customized feedback.

We’ve redesigned the user interface to cut down on
clicks. Now you can author quizzes in one window and
use tabs to switch between questions quickly.

Now you have a choice. Use default feedback layers
or customize them any way you want. You can even
add characters, images, or multimedia.

Build free-form and drag-and-drop questions.
Transform any objects on your slide into a free-form
or drag-and-drop assessment with the new free-form
question types in Articulate Quizmaker ‘13.

Import questions from Excel or text files.
Build assessments faster by using questions from a
database or subject matter experts—just import them
from an Excel or text file.

Articulate Engage ‘13
Experience more intuitive authoring—and more gorgeous interactions—with Articulate® Engage ‘13.

Build interactions faster in a streamlined UI.

Create even more beautiful interactions.

We’ve made it even easier to create interactions.
With the new user interface, you add text,
multimedia, and images to your interaction in one
highly simplified window.

Every interaction in Articulate Engage ‘13 has been
redesigned with a clean, modern look.

Take advantage of 10 new interactions.

Accordion

Image Zoom

Add even more variety to your e-learning content
with 10 new interactions. Learners can tab through
folders or content on an image, view content on
bulletin boards, zoom on images, and more. You can
even simulate an internet chat conversation.

Bulletin Board

Labeled Panel

Checklist

Media Panel

Conversation

Quick Choice

Folders

Tabbed Image

“Studio ’13 is night and day compared to its previous version. Think about it:
author in PowerPoint and publish to the iPad!”
Kevin Thorn, NuggetHead Studioz, Program Chair of The eLearning Guild’s Learning Solutions
Conference & Expo 2014

Learn more about Articulate Studio ‘13 at www.articulate.com/studio13.
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